Central Employment Exchange Recruitment 2012 – Various Vacancies:

Central Employment Exchange Vacancy Details:
Total No of Vacancies: 14

Names of Posts:
1. Junior Engineer (Quality Assurance): 01 post
2. Junior Weaver: 06 posts
3. Radio Technician: 07 posts

Age Limit: Candidate age must be below 30 years for Jr Engineer, Jr Weaver posts and between 18 to 27 years for Radio Technician post. (Age relaxations will be extended as per rules).

Educational Qualification: Candidate must possess Bachelor’s Degree in Science with Chemistry as one of the subject at Graduate level from a recognized University or Diploma in Engineering or Technology in the discipline of Chemical from a recognized University or State Board of Technical Education for Jr Engineer post, Matriculation from a recognized Board and should have 8 yrs experience of loom setting and weaving of different types of fabrics and designs in a organization of repute, should be well versed in all method of preparatory process for weaving for Jr Weaver post and Diploma in Electrical Engineering with Radio Communication as special subject or Diploma in Telecommunication/Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering from a recognized institution or equivalent for Radio Technician post.

Selection Procedure: Candidates will be selected on the basis of Interview.

How to Apply: Eligible candidates may apply through prescribed application format available in the Employment News Paper. Fill it with all mandatory details, attest signature and send copies of relevant certificates to the respective address mentioned below.
For Jr Engineer: To the Controller, Controllerate of Quality Assurance (Military Explosives), Aundh Road, Khadhi, Pune-411020.
For Jr Weaver: To the Director (West Zone) Government of India, Ministry of Textiles, Weaver Service Centre, 15-A Mama Parmanand Marg, Mumbai-400004.

Important Dates:
Date of Issue: 17-11-2012
Last Date for Receipt of Application: 10-12-2012
Last Date for Receipt of Application (far flung areas): 17-12-2012